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Presented in the renowned, fast-access format of other Washington ManualÂ® titles, this excellent

book is a practical guide to the clinical practice of surgical pathology. This valuable resource covers

all aspects of surgical pathology for every organ and anatomic site, including gross examination and

dissection; microscopic diagnosis of medical as well as surgical diseases; tumor classification; and

tumor staging. Separate chapters are devoted to ancillary surgical pathology techniques, including

immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence microscopy, electron microscopy, frozen section

diagnosis, flow cytometry, DNA and RNA based molecular methods, and imaging technologies.A

companion Website offers the fully searchable text plus an image bank of more than 2700

figures.New to the Second Edition Every chapter thoroughly updated New chapter on diseases of

the retroperitoneum New subchapters on renal transplant pathology and cystic diseases of the

kidney, and a reorganized chapter on molecular genetic testing Over 1,000 new images Â  Updated

AJCC cancer staging Â  2013 BMA Medical Book Award First Prize winner in Pathologyâ€˜I would

unreservedly recommend this book to all in surgical pathology practice: from those starting off in the

discipline to senior colleagues''Its strength lies in its rapid-access outline, small footprint size and

format with abundant diagrams and tables. This is backed up by an impressive amount of up-to-date

information about disease entities and the practicalities of handling almost all pathological

specimens from reception to producing a report'-BMA Medical Book Award Reviewer
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Good book, very concise and unlike other references not heavy!

The content of the book is wonderful as the other reviewers have already explained. I wish the

online image bank was easier to use though. Unfortunately you cannot view the images with the

figure legend at the same time.

Very good!

The characters are quite small because of its handy size.And illustrations are acceccible by online

only.These two points are disadvantages I think.Otherwise, it's a quite good book for pathology

residents.

For those of you who have been searching for a concise resource upon which to center your AP

board preparation, your search is over! While this book is not at all marketed as a board review

book, it serves that function quite nicely. This manual contains just the right amount of information

on every important lesion without those long winded prose found in your typical pathology "bibles".

Not to mention, it's perfectly portable for on the go studying. Some may argue the lack of pictures

embedded in the text (though they are available online) is a drawback, but I pose this question to

you: How much can you really gain from one static image? If it's high yield, key concepts you're

after then this is your book. As far as I'm concerned, this will be my "first aid for the AP boards" and

will serve as the backbone of my test preparation. Good luck!

I've used it more often than I thought!

I ordered a US version. I got south east Asia version. The paper quality is horrible.

very useful book
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